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No matter what kind of
adventure you crave , Data East
has the home entertainment
games for you. From fantasy role
playing to movie recreations, to
your favorite sports programs
and arcade action , no company
brings you more hits or more
hours of fun.
Fight your way past dragons,
demons, and deadly priestesses
in challenging new adventures like
Drakkhen and The Chamber of
the Sci-Mutant Priestess. Or play
with legendary sports stars in
Bo Jackson Baseball and ABC 's
Monday Night Football . Whether
you 're a Nintendo fan or a computer wizard , Data East has an
exciting array of games for you .
So turn the page and check out
Data East's 1990 game selection.
It's the hottest line-up yet!

DRAKKHEN

CHAMBER OF
THE SCI-MUTANT
PRIESTESS

Restore a Dying
Universe to its
Magical Splendor

Fight for your Love,
your Life, and a
New Order

The fate of the
world rests on your
shoulders. Sent to a
strange volcanic island ,
you must overcome its
dangers, capture the
precious dragon jewels ,
and summon the allpowerful primordial
dragon . Only then can
you save your dying
world .
You'll be captivated
for hours as the characters you design move in
3-D real-time to a host
of alluring and unique
sound effects. Don 't
resist the call to
adventure-enter the
world of DRAKKHEN
today.

Psychic powers are the
key to this adventurea thrilling , intricate
puzzle that will challenge and entertain you
like no other game.
Battle the mutant
Protozorqs for the
highest of stakes: the
life of your lady love
and the future of your
planet.
The CHAMBER
OF THE SCI-MUTANT
PRIESTESS combines
beautiful animation, an
advanced yet easy-touse icon interface, and
a superbly sophisticated
plot. Let the magic take
over!
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BO JACKSON
BASEBALL™
ABC'S MONDAY
NIGHT FOOTBALL

The Skill and
Competition of
America's Favorite
Pastime

Feel the Thrill of
Championship Play

What's more exciting
than professional baseball? Playing it with Bo
Jackson. BO JACKSON
BASEBALL captures the
energy and drive of pro
baseball 's hottest star.
Learn and compete
with Bo in big-league
play. Practice batting
techniques with the allstar himself. Then
battle the big-league
pitchers in intense oneon-one competition that
really tests your skills.
The latest in sound and
graphics technology
makes it feel like you' re
really in the stadium!

Experience the gutwrenching action of the
gridiron . Hear the plays
called by Frank Gifford
himself. With ABC 'S
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL, you 're the
quarterback-setting
the formations and
calling the plays. You
can play offense and
defense, plus a complete kicking game,
including field goals,
punts, kickoffs and
extra points. Play with
the best-in sound ,
graphics, and animation . Order now and
guide your team to the
winning touchdowntoday!

Play with the greats
and feel the thrill of
victory. Data East
brings you two of
the hottest games
in sports.
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BATMAN:
THE MOVIE
ROBOCOP

Live the Excitement
of this Year's Hottest
Movie

Part Man, Part
Machine, All Game

Capture the thrill of the
blockbuster movie in a
game that delivers nonstop action! The
Joker's out to take over
Gotham City, and only
you can put an end to
his callous capers. As
BATMAN , you 'll meet
your enemy in the most
dangerous places-the
chemical factory, the
mansion , and in your
final showdown at the
dizzying heights of the
bell tower.
Superior sound and
graphics technology
puts you in control of
BATMAN 'S deadly
arsenal-the Batmobile,
the Batwing , and the
dangerous Batarang.
You 'll drive, run , fly,
and battle your way to
destroying the Joker.
Relive the adventure of
1989's most exciting hit
movie!

The tutu re of law
enforcement is hereand so is today 's best
interactive game
action . You 'll experience all the great
moments of the blockbuster movie as you
become America 's true
heavy metal hero. As
ROBOCOP, your job is
simple-wipe out
crime . Armed with a
heavy-duty cache of
high-tech weapons ,
including ROBOCOP 's
Special Issue Auto-9 ,
you make your way
past vicious enemies
to your ultimate battle
with Dick Jones.
Upholding the law
and protecting the
innocent has never
been so dangerous or
challenging. With great
graphics and nonstop
game action , the future
of game playing is
ROBOCOP.
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PLATOON

ROBOCOP 2
&
NAVY SEALS

The First Casualty
of War is Innocence

Coming soon
from Data East

Experience the full
dramatic impact of this
Academy Awardwinning film. Lead your
PLATOON through the
war-torn jungles of
South East Asia,
picking up desperately
needed food and supplies along the way. You
must remain constantly
alert, as deadly surprises await you in
every bunker, secret
tunnel , foxhole , and
village. It's just a question of survival-against
bold guerilla fighters,
unseen snipers, elaborate booby traps, and
surprise napalm air
strikes. In this exciting
new game challenge ,
victory goes to the
bravest and the fastest.

Don 't miss out on two
of the hottest releases
of the year!
Join everyone 's
heavy metal hero in
ROBOCOP 2, a stunning
sequel adventure . Or
become a member of
the elite American
Naval Commando Unit
called NAVY SEALS.
ROBOCOP 2 and
NAVY SEALS are two
high-action games that
will challenge you like
never before!
If high stakes and
nonstop action are
what you crave , then
be on the lookout for
these exciting new
games.
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NORTH AND SOUTH

BATMAN: THE
CAPED CRUSADER

The South
Rises Again!

Two Challenging
Games in One!

Capture the excitement
of the Civil War's
greatest battles. Now
you can relive history
as you march on
Atlanta or storm
Savannah . Or rewrite
history with a Confederate conquest. NORTH
AND SOUTH gives you
sophisticated military
strategy with an entertaining plot. Humorous
characters and situations keep the play fun
and can catch even the
most experienced
player off guard . Multiple levels of difficulty
and two modes of play
make NORTH AND
SOUTH a fun challenge
for everyone!

The Penguin is back!
And he 's set himself
up as a respectable
umbrella merchant. Or
is it just a cover for his
plan to take over the
world with an army of
robotic penguins? As
BATMAN , you must
locate the master
computer and put an
end to the demented
squawkings of that
overweight birdbrain .
But that's not all!
No sooner have you
taken care of the Penguin when the Joker
pulls off his most
cunning sleight of
hand-he kidnaps
Robin! Grab your
Batarang and rev up
the Batmobilebecause if you don 't
reach Robin in a hurry,
the last laugh will be on
you!
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BAD DUDES

SUPER HANG ON

The Forces of Good
Have Never Been
So Bad!

Turbo-charged
Action is Around
Every Corner

~

SUPER
Data East's monster
arcade hit thrusts you
into a modern day
mission to rescue the
President from a ruthless kidnapper-The
Dragon Ninja. As Blade
or Striker, a.k.a. the
BAD DUDES, you take
to the streets. But the
Dragon Ninja is ready
for you . He sends wave
after wave of relentless
ninjas and enemies to
stop you . In the endif you 're bad enoughyou can take on the
Dragon Ninja himself.
What better time for
you to start dishing out
the BAD DUDES' own
version of criminal
justice?
The action in this
game is top notch. The
graphics are phenomenal. Get BAD DUDES
for your home
computer-and get
ready for a fight you 'll
never forget.

saee

The ultimate challenge
of man and machine.
Here 's incredible racing
action that puts you on
a powerful pro motorcycle and pits you
against world class
courses and competitors. But in SUPER
HANG ON , what 's
racing the most is your
heart as you pour
everything you 've got
into beating the clock.
Take on the toughest
challenges on the
roughest courses. If
you don 't mind getting
your leathers dirty-or
maybe even playing
dirty-then you 've got
what it takes to play
SUPER HANG ON .
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VIGILANTE

HEAVY BARREL

There's More than
One Way to Trim a
Mohawk

The Ultimate
Weapon-Only
You Can Use!

Those scuzzy guttersnipes have resurfaced.
This time they're
tearing up your home
turf and they 've kidnapped your woman .
There 's no telling what
they'll do next. And the
cops have checked out.
You 're the only one
with the guts and the
skill to save her.
As the VIGILANTE,
you have to defeat the
skinheads, rescue your
babe, and show everyone the real meaning of
justice. Use your fists,
your feet, or nail 'em
with your chako-sticks,
because these punks
only know one way to
fight-dirty!

A powerful terrorist
group has seized control of a nuclear test
site! It's up to you to
find and reassemble the
only weapon that can
destroy them-HEAVY
BARREL. Whether you
tackle these terrorists
alone, or team up with
a friend , HEAVY
BARREL is the game
for you.
APPLE
COMMODORE

KAR NOV
Arcade Action for
the Macintosh!
Meet KARNOV, the firebreathing, ex-circus
performer. He's on a
mission to defeat the
monster Ryu and
recapture the stolen
Treasure of Babylon .
He runs , swims, jumps,
climbs, and even flies
through nine levels of
game play. Choose
from ten dastardly
devices to help KARNOV
complete his
mission!
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AL UNSER JR.
TURBO RACING

DASH GALAXY IN
THE ALIEN ASYLUM

Pro Action Racing
with the Champion
Himself!

Fight your Way
through the Loony
Bin of the Universe

Live the excitement of
professional car competition with legendary
racer Al Unser Jr.! This
is racing like you 've
never seen before.
Turbo-charged cars.
True-to-life pit stops.
All the grit and speed
of the racetrack. Experience competition on
the world 's 16 most
famous tracks. Design
your own car, or drive
Little Al 's. Compete
with your friends or
with the champion
himself!

You 're Dash Galaxy,
fearless Space Explorer.
And you 've just landed
a thousand light years
from home on an alien
planet filled with
strange creatures,
deadly force fields and
dangerous pitfalls.
Your Mission: to
make your way through
the incredible maze of
rocket rooms and
elevator shafts and
return safely to your
ship. Use your amazing
athletic abilities and
superior intelligence to
outsmart the slimesucking aliens. After
all , they don 't call you
Dash for nothing-you
can jump and run
better than anyone in
the Universe. So , go
ahead! It's time to
show these freaks what
an earthling can do!

And now you can
have your own
poster of Al Unser,
Jr. and his championship racer! Just
look for it in any
Data East Nintendo
game package.
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HEAVY BARREL
BATTLE CHESS

The Ultimate
Weapon for the
Ultimate Mission

A Dangerous War
of Strategy

Data East brings to
Nintendo all the action
and strategy of the
arcade hit. A terrorist
group has seized control of a nuclear test
site, holding the world
hostage. It's up to you
to find and reassemble
the only weapon that
can destroy themHEAVY BARREL. Make
your way past powerful
tanks and treacherous
waterways to infiltrate
the fortress. Once
inside, be prepared for
hand-to-hand combat
like you 've never experienced . It's the ultimate in simultaneous
two-player excitement.
If you 're ready for a
real challenge , then
HEAVY BARREL is the
game for you.

Go beyond mere chess
strategy. Digitized
sound effects and 3-D
animation let you see
the war you ' re fighting!
Only BATILE CHESS
from Data East combines a magnificent
logic system with
Nintendo 's colorful ,
realistic graphics. Each
piece has a unique
method of attack, so
you can see the battle
unfold . Or switch to a
2-D overview when you
want to concentrate on
strategy. Select from a
huge range of moves
and six levels of play
for infinite gaming
possibilities. Play
against the computer or
challenge your friends .
Either way, this is one
chess game that will
leave you breathless.
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ROBOCOP
The Ultimate Super·
hero is now the
Ultimate Nintendo
Game!

BAD DUDES
Get Ready for the
Fight of your Life!

As ROBOCOP, you're
the high-tech answer to
crime. Use your Special
Issue Auto-9 to fight
your way past street
thugs, Clarence Boddicker and ED-209 to
your final battle with
Dick Jones.
Data East has captured all the heartstopping action of the box
office hit! Stunning
graphics and animation
let you live the blockbuster movie. The
hostage-rescue
sequences and the
shooting gallery will
test your skills like
never before . Grab on
to the hottest release
of the year!

The President has been
kidnapped! It's up to
the BAD DUDES to save
him. Armed with
knives , shurikens, and
numchucks, Blade and
Striker must take to the
streets and fight their
way through ninjas,
dogs, and dangerous
enemies! If they can
survive that, they'll
come face-to-face with
the Dragon Ninja himself. There are no holds
barred in this ultimate
war of streetfighting !
Now you can play
the arcade hit at home.
With intense action and
multiple levels of play,
BAD DUDES makes
Double Dragon'" look
like a day in the park.
Test your skill on the
toughest arcade-style
game around!
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RAMPAGE

CAVEMAN GAMES

When Was the Last
Time You Punched
Out a Skyscraper?

Travel Back to a
Pre-hysterical
Sports Challenge!

CAVEMAN

All-time great Neanderthal athletes compete
for medals in events
that started it all:
CAVEMAN GAMES .. .
when competition was
rugged ... when brute
strength was more than
a commercial-appealing
smile ... when clubbing earned medals.
Watch for this allti me great " comedy
classic " -coming this
fall for the Nintendo
Entertainment System.

Feeling frustrated?
Ready to go on a
RAMPAGE? Become
George the Ape or
Liuie the Lizard in this
arcade hit for one or
two players. Go from
city to city, smashing
buildings and causing
serious trouble from
coast-to-coast! Watch
out for dynamite,
gunfire, poisonous food
and slippery rivers .
Smashing the world has
never been so challenging or fun!

BURGERTIME
Arcade Fun for Your
Nintendo System!
As Chef Peter Pepper,'"
you ' re in charge of
making perfect burgers.
But cooking has never
been so dangerous! Mr.
Hot Dog:• Mr. Egg~· and
Mr. Pickle'" are out to
stop you . Stun them
with pepper, or lure
them to their deaths.
The challenge grows
progressively tougher
through the six levels
of BURGERTIME.
25

LOCK N' CHASE

BURGERTIME

A New Adventure
for your Game Boy
Collection

Take this Arcade
Classic with You
Everywhere You Go!

Cold , hard cash .
There 's money to be
had, and it's everywhere. Sacks O' Cash
are scattered around
the maze that makes up
the streets of this fair
city. Payday has
arrived!
There 's only one
problem. It's not your
money. So the police
are out to do what they
do best-stop you.
Race through the
streets in six nonstop
levels of action. Scoop
up the bucks and avoid
the cops . Even put up a
barrier or two if they
get too close. If you're
good enough , you
might make a clean
getaway.

SIDE POCKET
All the Strategy of
Professional Pool!

Game Boy is hot!
And now Data East
is set to give you
fast-paced action for
this fun system. If
you're ready to test
your skill and reactions, then check out
Lock N' Chase. It's
sure to bring you
back for more-and
Data East will be
ready with more
exciting new games
you won't be able to
resist.
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Locate the list of available software/cartridge titles for your type of
computer or Nintendo Entertainment System below. On the order
form, indicate the game system code, the part number, title, price,
and quantity of each title you would like to order, and the total cost
(price multiplied by number of units). Enter the total dollar amount
in the space provided. Back-up copies are not available on any title.

PART NO.

TITLE

AVAILABLE

PRICE

PART NO.

TITLE

AVAILABLE

IBM®

AM/GA®

571 -0087-00 ABC 'S MONDAY
NIGHT FOOTBALL'"
IMMEDIATELY
5.25"
571 -0086-00 ABC 'S MONDAY
NIGHT FOOTBALL'"
IMMEDIATELY
3.5"
571-0107-00 BO JACKSON
BASEBALL'" 5.25" IMMEDIATELY
571-0108-00 BO JACKSON
BASEBALL'" 3.5" IMMEDIATELY
571 -0105-00 NORTH & SOUTH'"
IMMEDIATELY
5.25"
571 -0106-00 NORTH & SOUTH'"
3.5"
IMMEDIATELY
571 -0096-00 DRAKKHEN'" 5.25" SUMMER '90
571 -0095-00 DRAKKHEN'" 3.5" SUMMER '90
571 -0102-00 CHAMBER OF
THE SCI-MUTANT
PRIESTESS'" 5.25" SPRING '90
571 -0101 -00 CHAMBER OF
THE SCI-MUTANT
PRIESTESS'" 3.5" SPRING '90
571 -0082-00 BATMAN :
THE CAPED
CRUSADER'" 5.25" IMMEDIATELY
571 -0083-00 BATMAN :
THE CAPED
CRUSADER'" 3.5" IMMEDIATELY
571 -0059-00 ROBOCOP® 5.25" IMMEDIATELY
571 -0080-00 ROBOCOP® 3.5" IMMEDIATELY
571 -0058-00 BAD DUDES'" "
IMMEDIATELY
571 -0040-00 SUPER HANG-ON "IMMEDIATELY

571 -0094-00 DRAKKHEN'"
IMMEDIATELY
571-0099-00 CHAMBER OF THE
SCI-MUTANT
PRIESTESS'"
IMMEDIATELY
571 -0110-00 ABC 'S MONDAY
NIGHT FOOTBALL'" SPRING '90
571 -0090-00 BATMAN:
IMMEDIATELY
THE MOVIE'"
571-0103-00 NORTH & SOUTH'" IMMEDIATELY
571 -0065-00 ROBOCOP®
IMMEDIATELY
571 -0071 -00 BATMAN:
THE CAPED
IMMEDIATELY
CRUSADER'"
571 -0075-00 SUPER HANG-ON IMMEDIATELY
571 -0055-00 PLATOON
IMMEDIATELY
571-0064-00 BAD DUDES'"
IMMEDIATELY

$49.95

$49.95
$49.95
$49.95
$39.95
$39.95
$59.95
$59.95

GAME SYSTEM CODES
AM-Amiga
APL-Apple II+' llE, llc
CO-Commodore 64/128
GB-Game Boy
IBM-PC and compatibles
MAC-Macintosh
NI-Nintendo
ST-Atari ST
PRICE

$49.95

$39.95

$39.95
$39.95
$39.95
$39.95
$39.95

571-0085-00 ABC 'S MONDAY
NIGHT FOOTBALL'" IMMEDIATELY
571 -0109-00 BO JACKSON
FALL '90
BASEBALL'"
IMMEDIATELY
571 -0014-00 RO BO COP®
571-0061-00 BAD DUDES'"
IMMEDIATELY
571-0062-00 HEAVY BARREL'" SPRING '90
571-0069-00 BATMAN :
THE CAPED
IMMEDIATELY
CRUSADER'"
IMMEDIATELY
571 -0043-00 VIGILANTE'"
571-0039-00 SUPER HANG-ON SPRING '90
571-0088-00 BATMAN:
THE MOVIE'"
IMMEDIATELY

TITLE

AVAILABLE

PRICE

PART NO.

TITLE

APPLE®//+ , llE, /le

NINTENDO®

$49.95

571 -0077-00 BATMAN: THE
CAPED
CRUSADER'"
571 -0076-00 RO BO COP®
571 -0063-00 BAD DUDES'"
571-0072-00 HEAVY BARREL'"

$44.95
$44.95
$44.95

571-0057-00 SUPER HANG-ON® IMMEDIATELY $39 .95
571-0056-00 KARNOV'"
IMMEDIATELY $39 .95

572-0015-00 DASH GALAXY
IN THE ALIEN
ASYLUM'"
572-0014-00 AL UNSER JR.
TURBO RACING'"
572-0013-00 HEAVY BARREL'"
572-0016-00 BATILE CHESS'"
572-0018-00 CAVEMAN
GAMES'"
572-0010-00 ROBOCOP®
572-0012-00 BAD DUDES'"
572-0011-00 RAMPAGE'"
572-0003-00 BURGERTIME®

$59.95

$49.95

IMMEDIATELY
IMMEDIATELY
IMMEDIATELY
IMMEDIATELY

$29.95
$34.95
$34 .95
$34.95

MACINTOSH®'"
ATARI®ST

$44.95
$44.95
$44.95
$44.95

COMMODORE 641128
$49.95

PART NO.

M DATA
ORDERING INFORMATION
EAST

$39.95
$39.95
$34.95
$29.95
$29.95

571-0093-00 DRAKKHEN'"
IMMEDIATELY
571 -0100-00 CHAMBER OF
THE SCI-MUTANT
PRIESTESS'"
IMMEDIATELY
571 -0104-00 NORTH & SOUTH'" IMMEDIATELY
571 -0074-00 SUPER HANG-ON® SPRING '90
571 -0089-00 BATMAN:
THE MOVIE'"
IMMEDIATELY
571 -0070-00 BATMAN:
THE CAPED
IMMEDIATELY
CRUSADER'"
571 -0044-00 ROBOCOP®
IMMEDIATELY
571 -0067-00 BAD DUDES'"
IMMEDIATELY
571-0037-00 PLATOON®
IMMEDIATELY

$59.95

$49 .95
$39 .95
$39.95

AVAILABLE

PRICE

IMMEDIATELY $29.95
IMMEDIATELY $49.95
IMMEDIATELY $44.95
SUMMER '90 $44.95
WINTER '90
IMMEDIATELY
IMMEDIATELY
IMMEDIATELY
IMMEDIATELY

$44.95
$49.95
$49.95
$44.95
$29.95

573-0002-00 LOCK 'N CHASE'" SUMMER '90
573-0004-00 SIDE POCKET'"
FALL '90
573-0003-00 BURGERTIME'"
WINTER '90

$27.95
$27.95
$27.95

GAME BOY®

$39.95

$39.95
$39 .95
$39.95
$39 .95

$24.95
$24.95
$29.95
$29.95

'Includes 5.25" and 3.5" disks.

Order Department

Pnces sub1ect to change without notice.

DATA EAST USA, INC.
1850 LITILE ORCHARD STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95125
(408) 286-7074

GAME
SYSTEM

Drakkhen: Copyright © 1989 lnfogrames, lid. United States and
Canadian copyright Data East USA, Inc. Manufactured by
Draconian under license from fnfogrames. Draconian is a
trademark of Data East USA, Inc.
Chamber of the Sci-Mutant Priestess: Game Program Copyright
© 1989 lnfogrames, lid. United States and Canadian copyright
Data East USA, Inc. Manufactured by Draconian under license from
lnlogrames. Chamber of the Sci-Mutant Priestess Is a trademark of
Data East USA , Inc.
Bo Jackson Baseball: Bo Jackson Baseball is a trademark of Data
East USA, Inc. Copyright © t990 Data East USA , Inc. Data East
MVP Sports is a trademark of Data East USA, Inc.
ABC's Monday Night Football: Copyright © 1989 Data East USA,
Inc. ABC Sports and ABC's Monday Night Football are registered
trademarks of ABC Sports. Inc.
Batman: The Movie: Batman, all related characters, slogans and
indicia: TM and © 1989 DC Comics, Inc. Game Design: Copyright
© 1989 Ocean Software Umited. Manufactured under license by
Data East USA , Inc. Ocean is a registered trademark of Ocean
Software Limited.
RoboCop: Copyright © 1988 Data East USA, Inc. RoboCop:
TM and © 1987 Orion Pictures Corporation. All rights reserved.
Manufactured under license from Ocean Software Limited. Orion
is a registered trademark of Orion Pictures Corporation.
Batman: The Caped Crusader: Batman, all related characters,
slogans and indicia: TM and © 1988 DC Comics, Inc. Game
Design: Copyright © 1988 Ocean Software Umited. Manufactured
under license by Data East USA , Inc.
Platoon: TM and © 1986 Hemdale Film Corporation. All rights
reserved. Game Design: Copyright © 1987 Ocean Software
Umited. Manufactured under license by Data East USA, Inc.
North and South: Copyright © 1989 lnfogrames. lid. United States
and Canadian copyright Data East USA, Inc. Manufactured umter
license from lnlogrames.
Bad Dudes: TM and Copyright © 1988 Data East USA , Inc.

PART NO.

TITLE

PRICE

NO. OF
COPIES

TOTAL
COST

Super Hang On: This game has been manufactured and distributed
under license from Sega Enterprises, lid.. and "Segam " and
"Super Hang Onm" are trademarks of Sega Ente'fBies, lid.
B°tJ';~~t © Sega 1987. Program Copyright © 1
Data East
Vigilante: TM and Copyright © 1988 /rem Corporation. Manufactured under license by Data East USA , Inc.
Heavy Barrel: TM and Copyright © 1989 Data East USA , Inc.
Karnov: TM and Copyright © 1989 Data East USA, Inc.
Al Unser Jr. Turbo Racing: TM and Copyright © 1990 Data East
USA, Inc. Nintendo and Nintendo Entertainment System are
trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc.
Dash Galaxy In the Alien Asylum: TM and Copyright © 1990
Data East USA, Inc. Game program; © 1990 Beam Software, lid.
Battle Chess: Copyright © 1988 Interplay Productions. Interplay
Productions is a registered trademark of Interplay Productions, Inc.
Manufactured under license by Data East USA, Inc.
Rampage: TM and Copyriqht © 1986 Bally Midway Manufacturing
Co. Manufactured under /Jcense by Data East USA, Inc.
Caveman Games: Copyright © 1990 Electronic Arts. All rights
reserved. Manufactured by Data East USA , Inc. under license from
Electronic Arts.
Lock N' Chase: TM and Copyright © 1990 Data East USA, Inc.
Nintendo, Game Boy are trademarks of Nintendo of America, Inc.
© 1989 Nintendo of America Inc.

'($ry~~i~;:/:it;~1 f::f/fc~h1~~ 1987 Data East USA, Inc.
Side Pocket: TM and Copyright © 1987 Data East USA, Inc.
© 1989 Nintendo of America Inc.
RoboCopm 2: © and TM 1990 Orion Pictures Corporation.
All rights reserved.
Navy Seals: © 1990 Orion Pictures Corporation.
All rights reserved.

METHOD OF PAYMENT:
D Check or money order enclosed
D VISA

D MasterCard

Card No.
Expiration Date
Authorized Signature

TOTAL OF MERCHANDISE:$ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
California S1ate Residents add 6% Sales Tax _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TOTAL AMOUNT _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DATA EAST USA, INC. , 1850 LITTLE ORCHARD STREET, SAN JOSE, CA 95125 , (408) 286-7074

